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Secondo Parziale:
Matricola I parz. II parz media
629888 17,0 15,0 16,0 NON AMMESSO
632478 17,0 17,0 17,0 NON AMMESSO
632732 20,0 24,0 22,0
719036 24,5 20,5 22,5
761914 24,5 27,5 26,0
813631 21,0 29,0 25,0
824904 26,0 28,0 27,0
825481 28,0 28,0 28,0
825673 25,0 30,0 27,5
825855 31,0 31,0 31,0
825949 29,5 30,5 30,0
826232 19,0 18,0 18,5
826238 28,0 28,0 28,0
826316 25,5 30,5 28,0
826320 19,0 18,0 18,5
830096 20,0 21,0 20,5
830119 21,5 27,5 24,5
830148 23,0 30,0 26,5
830263 25,5 28,5 27,0
830459 27,0 28,0 27,5
830528 21,5 28,5 25,0
830547 29,5 23,5 26,5
830971 24,5 19,5 22,0
831111 21,5 27,0 24,3
831231 26,0 28,0 27,0
831515 17,0 20,0 18,5
831964 18,0 18,0 18,0
832086 18,0 25,0 21,5
832437 20,0 13,0 16,5 NON AMMESSO
838430 18,0 17,0 17,5 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
838580 29,5 32,5 31,0
838737 26,5 21,5 24,0
838765 19,0 25,0 22,0
838988 19,0 24,0 21,5
839234 24,0 26,0 25,0
839358 24,5 26,5 25,5
839818 17,0 15,0 16,0 NON AMMESSO
839819 29,0 31,0 30,0
839917 22,0 23,0 22,5
840115 22,0 22,0 22,0
840312 27,0 26,0 26,5
840406 20,0 25,0 22,5
843332 18,0 28,0 23,0
843395 18,0 15,0 16,5 NON AMMESSO
844148 17,0 21,0 19,0
Totale:
Matricola voto
585770 17,0 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
636651 25,0
654237 17,0 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
658485 25,0
662316 5,0
694372 18,0
718601 26,0
732541 20,0
772956 2,0
801351 23,0
802129 10,0
803006 23,0
803348 17,0 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
806464 17,0 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
816882 23,0
816933 20,0
816950 7,0
817336 4,0
825134 20,0
825587 12,0
825605 30,0
825669 20,0
825799 5,0
826196 27,0
826224 17,0 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
830373 12,0
830391 3,0
830921 30,0
831098 19,0
831211 22,0
831900 13,0
831945 22,0
831998 28,0
833012 17,0 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
838269 3,0
838564 10,0
838788 6,0
838850 15,0
839031 25,0
839144 13,0
839175 12,0
839496 17,0 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
839586 28,0
839833 26,0
839965 8,0
839983 17,0 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
840497 14,0
840673 23,0
840788 10,0
841045 6,0
841155 7,0
841837 22,0
843347 10,0
843396 15,0
843428 17,0 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
843578 20,0
843802 17,0 AMMESSO CON RISERVA
844163 23,0
844634 20,0
844673 21,0
